ABSTRACT

Testing software applications by interacting with their graphical user interface (GUI) is an expensive and complex process. Current automatic test case generation techniques implement explorative approaches that, although producing useful test cases, have a limited capability of covering semantically relevant interactions, thus frequently missing important testing scenarios. These techniques typically interact with the available widgets following the structure of the GUI, without any guess about the functions that are executed.

In this paper we propose Augusto, a test case generation technique that exploits a built-in knowledge of the semantics associated with popular and well-known functionalities, such as CRUD operations, to automatically generate effective test cases with automated functional oracles. Empirical results indicate that Augusto can reveal faults that cannot be revealed with state of the art techniques.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Testing software applications at the system level requires executing the applications through their interfaces to verify the correctness of the functionalities and stimulating all the layers and components involved in the execution. Since the number and complexity of the entities typically involved in a system-level execution could be significant, defining test cases that thoroughly sample and verify the behavior of an application is a difficult and expensive process.

Listing 1: Faulty User Registration in OnShop

```java
private void signup() {
    if (isValidForm()) {
        insertIntoDB();
        JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(SignupPanel, "Please Login to get Started!", "Congratulations", JOptionPane.DEFAULT_OPTION);
        card.show(this.getParent(), "startCard"); //Return to Initial Window
    }
}

private void insertIntoDB() {
    if (resultSet.next()) { //User Already Exists
        JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(SignupPanel, "Username already exists");
        resetForm();
    }
}
```

Listing 2: Automatic GUI Test Case Generation

When a new user registers, the `signup` function is executed (line 300). If the `signup` form has been correctly filled in, function `isValidForm` returns true (line 301), and function `insertIntoDB` is invoked (line 302). If the username chosen by the user has been already taken by another user, this function correctly shows an error message to the user (line 335). The execution then returns to function `signup` and a message that informs the user that the registration has been completed correctly is also shown to the user (line 303). Finally, the application is redirected to the initial window.
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On a testing perspective, AIFs represent a unique opportunity: their semantics can be specified once for all according to common sense knowledge, to be then automatically adapted and reused to test the specific AIFs present in the applications under test. In this way a relevant subset of the features present in an application (e.g.,
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Because of their popularity, the semantics of AIFs is part of users’ common sense knowledge, thus they can be intuitively used without requiring special documentation and manuals.

1Tool and experimental material are available at http://github.com/danydunk/Augusto.

2 APPLICATION INDEPENDENT FUNCTIONALITIES

In this work we use the term functionality to refer to a semantically
cohesive and correlated set of user operations available on the GUI of
an application, for instance, a set of CRUD operations all referring
to the same entity type (e.g., money transactions). Thus a single
AIF may correspond to several user operations.
Many functionalities have a consistently similar behavior that cannot be distinguished across applications, once abstracting away from concrete details. For instance, search and save operations may affect different kinds of entities, but in all cases they search and save an entity of some type. We refer to them as application independent functionalities (AIF). AIFs satisfy the following properties:
- they are commonly present in several applications, some might be more common in certain domains, for instance the cart functionality is very common in the e-commerce domain, whereas others are generally common, such as CRUD functionalities;
- their semantics is largely application independent thus it can be defined abstractly in a way that is independent on the specific application. For example, the general semantics of CRUD functionalities does not depend on the type of the handled object;
- they can be activated from the GUI according to structural GUI patterns that users can recognize [40, 42]. For instance, the sign in and sign up functionalities in many applications use similar sets of widgets, although these widgets have different look and feel and placements in the windows.

This result corroborates our hypothesis that Augusto can be significantly more effective than state-of-the-art approaches with
AIFs, and that an automatic system testing process should exploit both Augusto, to test AIFs, and other approaches to test non-AIFs.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the characters-
istics of AIFs. Section 3 presents Augusto. Section 4 describes the empirical results. Section 5 discusses related work. Section 6 provides final remarks.

1 Tool and experimental material are available at http://github.com/danydunk/Augosto.
The authentication AIF, composed of the sign in, sing up, and sign out operations, is a good example of AIF since: (i) it provides an overall functionality, authentication, which can be found in many applications, (ii) its semantics is well-known and mostly independent on the specific application, and (iii) its presentation on the GUI is predictable and easily recognisable.

Apart from authentication, there are several other examples of AIFs: the functionality of creating, reading, updating and deleting (CRUD) objects of a type, the functionality of saving the work on a file and then reloading it, the functionality of searching and then booking a certain service (car, hotel, flight), the functionality of handling an e-commerce cart, etc. Despite their diffusion, AIFs can easily include faults, even in extremely popular applications, and thus require careful testing. For instance, faults impacting an extensive number of users have been reported for CRUD operations in Jenkins [23] and for authentication operations in Dropbox [16].

The general idea that functionalities recur in a similar way in the GUI of different applications has been already investigates in the field of UI design. There exists catalogs of UI design patterns [40, 42] and designing tools [8] that allow to create a new GUI by composing these patterns. Even if the concept of UI design pattern is not exactly the same of AIF, many UI design patterns turn out to be also AIFs.

Augusto exploits the presence of AIFs to automatically generate semantically relevant test cases equipped with functional oracles.

3 AUGUSTO: AUTOMATED AIFS TESTING
Augusto is an automatic test case generator for application independent functionalities (AIFs): it exploits the application-independent semantics of AIFs to automatically identify and test the AIFs present in interactive applications. The intuition is that, ideally, an AIF can be modelled once for all and then be exploited to effectively test any occurrence of the modeled AIF in any application. Augusto supports this intuition by offering the capabilities to discover AIFs, to automatically adapt the models to the application under test (AUT), and to generate effective test cases equipped with oracles.

To study the effectiveness of the approach, we provide an initial definition for several AIFs. Of course, the set of the defined AIFs can be further extended to increase the scope and applicability of the approach. Note that testers do not have to do any modeling effort because they can benefit from the AIF definitions already present in the tool.

In the rest of this section, we first provide an overview of Augusto and then discuss the individual elements and steps of the approach.

3.1 Overview
Figure 1 shows the logical architecture of Augusto. The AIF Archive is the repository that contains the set of AIFs supported by Augusto. Each AIF is modelled as a pair <GUI Pattern, Abstract Semantics>, where the GUI Pattern specifies the set of windows and widgets that may refer to the AIF (Section 3.2), and the Abstract Semantics specifies the behavior of the AIF (Section 3.3).

Augusto works in five steps. The Ripping step executes the application under test to dynamically extract the GUI model, which is a partial model of the structure of the GUI (Section 3.4). The Structural Matching step exploits the GUI Model to identify the AIFs, by searching for instances of the GUI Patterns in the GUI Model (Section 3.5). This step produces a set of raw matches, which can be partial, that is, only a subset of a GUI Pattern might match the GUI Model. Augusto supports partial matches because the GUI Model extracted through ripping might be incomplete. The Match Finalizing step generates additional executions aiming to complete the partial matches while verifying the consistency between the behaviors specified in the Abstract Semantics model and the behavior of the application (Section 3.6). This step produces a set of full matches, which includes every AIFs that have been fully matched in terms of its GUI pattern and its abstract semantics. The Reification step further refines the full matches extracting properties about the concrete behavior of the application (Section 3.7). For instance, every CRUD operation may include a different number of unique and mandatory fields for the creation of an entity. Augusto extracts these properties by stimulating the application with different combinations of inputs. This step produces a set of concrete matches, each being an AIF that occurs in the application under test. The concrete matches are associated with semantics information that takes into consideration the specific characteristics of the application under test. Finally, the Testing step generates and executes test cases that both combine multiple operations in a semantically relevant way and include a functional oracle to check the correctness of the results produced by the application (Section 3.8).

3.2 GUI Pattern Model
The GUI pattern model specifies how a certain AIF generally occurs on the GUI of interactive applications, and it is used by Augusto to automatically recognize whether the AUT implements the AIF. Even though there exists powerful UI modelling languages such as IFML [12], these languages are meant to model the concrete UI of a specific application, and they are not meant to model abstract portions of UIs that must be general and flexible and that can fit...
multiple applications. For this reason we defined an ad hoc language for the GUI pattern model.

The language we defined for the GUI Pattern models specifies how AIFs occur in GUIs as sets of abstract windows that contain abstract widgets and are connected through abstract edges.

An abstract window identifies windows of the application. It is defined as a set of abstract widgets that are required to be present in the window. An abstract widget abstractly refers to a widget in the GUI, and might be of type (i) action, which represents widgets that can be clicked, for instance buttons, (ii) input, which represents widgets that can be used to enter data, for instance text fields, and (iii) selectable, which represents widgets that can be selected, for instance lists or tables. Abstract widgets are annotated with both regular expressions, which specify the labels that must be associated with the widgets, and cardinality, which expresses the quantity of that particular widget that can be in a window and can be either one (exactly 1), some (1 or more), none (no occurrences), lone (1 or 0) or any (0 or more).

```
<window id="loginform" card=one>
  <action_widget id="signup" card=lone>
    <label>(register|signup|sign up).*/label>
    <edge type=cond from=register to=loginform/>
    <edge type=cond from=login to=loggedpage/>
  </action_widget>
</window>

<window id="signupform" card=one>
  <action_widget id="register" card=one>
    <label>(register|sign up).*/label>
    <input_widget id="pass" card=one>
      <label>(password|pass).*/label>
      <input_widget id="user" card=one>
        <label>(user|username|email).*/label>
      </input_widget>
    </input_widget>
  </action_widget>
</window>

<window id="loggedinpage" card=one>
  <action_widget id="logout" card=one>
    <label>(logout|sign out).*/label>
  </action_widget>
</window>
```

Figure 2: AUTH GUI Pattern model

Figure 2 shows a simplified GUI pattern for the authentication AIF (for the complete model see http://github.com/danykunk/Augusto). The pattern is defined in xml format. The window xml elements define the abstract windows that correspond to the windows of the application. For instance, the login abstract window corresponds to the presence of a window that includes an input field for the username, an input field for the password, an action widget to login, and an optional action widget for registering. The definitions are flexible. They are not bound to specific GUI widgets, for instance buttons, but refer to general classes of widgets, for instance action widgets, and allow elements to be optional, for instance the register action widget in the login window. The flexibility in the definition of the cardinality is also useful for abstraction, for example the cardinality of the otherfields field in the signupform abstract window allows the pattern to match an arbitrary number of fields. The pattern definition allows for additional elements, that is, a window matching an abstract window may include elements not specified in the pattern.

Abstract edges connect an action widget of an abstract window to another abstract window to indicate possible execution flows. Unconditional abstract edges indicate that the target window is always reached when interacting with the source action widget, for example clicking on a navigation menu. Conditional abstract edges indicate that the target window is reached only if certain preconditions are satisfied, for instance successfully submitting a form. The definition in Figure 2 uses two conditional and two unconditional edges. Uncertainty is represented as a list of possible target windows. For example the edge associated with the register action widget indicates that once registered the execution may reach either the welcome page (automatic login) or the login form.

Abstract windows are logical windows, thus a same concrete window of an application may host multiple logical windows, for instance the login and registration abstract windows might be found in a same concrete window. Windows may have a cardinality to indicate that they are not required to be present in the target application. This might be useful for example in cases like confirmation windows which might or might not be shown in an application.

3.3 Abstract Semantics Model

The Abstract Semantics model describes the behavior of an AIF, and formally specifies the effect on the application of the interactions with the widgets defined in the corresponding GUI Pattern in terms of: (i) the condition necessary to successfully execute an operation...
(precondition); (ii) the window that is shown after the execution of an action (transition); (iii) the state of the application after the execution of the action (postcondition). Augusto uses the abstract semantics model to generate test cases and oracles.

We specify the Abstract Semantics model using the Alloy specification language [22], chosen because of both its simplicity and expressiveness, and the efficiency of the Alloy Analyzer, an automatic tool able to analyze an Alloy model and simulate the execution of the operations defined in the model.

Figure 3 shows an excerpt of the Abstract Semantics model of the authentication AIF whose pattern model is shown in Figure 2 (for the complete model see https://github.com/danydunk/Augusto). The model declares the windows and the widgets relevant to the specified functionality (lines 2–4). The widgets defined in the GUI pattern are annotated with a tag (not shown in the example) whose value is the identifier of the corresponding widget in the Alloy model. In this way, after mapping a GUI Pattern to the concrete GUI of the application, every action on a widget can be associated with its semantics expressed in Alloy. Then the model defines the required fields (for the complete model see https://github.com/danydunk/Augusto).

3.4 Ripping

The Ripping step produces a graph that represents the structure of the GUI of the interactive application in input, following the GUI ripping technique defined by Memon et al. [32]. Augusto creates the graph by recursively clicking on all the widgets in the GUI according to a depth first strategy and creating a node for every traversed window and an edge for every observed transition between windows. Augusto annotates the nodes with detailed information about all the widgets displayed in the windows.

Ripping may not be able to discover all the edges and windows. In particular, it might be unable to traverse some conditional edges because it might fail in satisfying the preconditions of the functionality associated with the edge. Augusto addresses this incompleteness when recognizing AIFs in the next steps of the process.

3.5 Structural Matching

The Structural Matching step searches for raw matches between the AIFs defined in the AIF archive and the GUI model produced in the ripping phase. In particular, a raw match is a subgraph of the GUI Model (i.e., a subset of its windows and edges) that includes all the elements of a Pattern that can be discovered through ripping.

More rigorously, a window w in the GUI model (i.e., a node of the graph) matches an abstract window aw if there exists a matching window in w for each abstract window in aw. A window matches an abstract window if the window is of the type defined in the abstract window (either action, input or selectable) and its label is accepted by the regular expression defined in the abstract window. When the label is not on the window itself, the label is identified by searching for a descriptor placed nearby the window according to the algorithm defined by Becce et al. [7]. The matching between a window and an abstract window considers the cardinality of the widgets. The left part of Figure 4 shows a match between the definition of the loginForm abstract window and the Sign In window of OnShop.

Since the GUI model extracted through ripping does not include conditional edges, the structural matching considers only the unconditional edges defined in the GUI pattern. In practice, Augusto finds a raw match if it recognizes all the windows reachable by navigating the unconditional edges of the GUI pattern in the GUI model. The conditional edges, if present in the pattern, are searched in the next step.

For example, the portion of GUI relevant to the authentication pattern discovered through ripping in the onShop application corresponds to the two windows shown in Figure 4 inside the grey frame. These windows are the windows reachable by navigating unconditional edges only (unconditional edges are shown with a green thick line in Figure 4). These two windows correspond to two of the abstract windows that compose the authentication pattern reported in Figure 2, thus generating a raw match between the GUI model and the AUTH pattern.

In general, the problem of identifying GUI patterns in the GUI model is an instance of the subgraph isomorphism problem, which is proven to be NP-complete [15]. However, since the number of distinct windows in an application is commonly low, the problem can be solved in few seconds, as confirmed in our empirical experience.

3.6 Match Finalizing

The Match Finalizing step aims to complete the raw matches, that is, each raw match is either discarded or extended to a full match by including the conditional edges.

For each conditional edge to be confirmed, Augusto generates a probing GUI interaction that samples the edge. A probing GUI interaction is a test case that terminates with an execution of the conditional edge in the AUT when its precondition is satisfied. If
its execution reaches the expected window and satisfies the post-condition associated with the edge in the Abstract Semantics model, Augusto confirms the presence of the conditional edge, and adds the edge, as well as any newly discovered window, to the GUI model. If Augusto succeeds in confirming every conditional edge relevant to the pattern that originated the raw match, it transforms the raw match into a full match, otherwise it discards the raw match.

In some cases, a conditional edge may have more than one possible resulting window, such as for the conditional edge associated with the register widget defined in Figure 2. According to the pattern after a registration has been successfully completed, a program is expected to reach either the login or the welcome (abstract) window. In these cases Augusto expects a consistent behavior from the application, that is, when successfully executing a conditional edge it expects the application to always reach the same window.

Augusto generates the probing GUI interactions exploiting the Alloy Analyzer, which can be instructed to generate a sequence of GUI actions that covers a certain operation or condition of the Alloy model. The Alloy Analyzer requires in input the abstract semantics model, a condition that must be covered, and the maximum length of the interaction sequence that must be produced. In this case, the Alloy Analyzer is asked to generate sequences, of length up to a given boundary, that execute the patterns conditional edges.

If the tested AIF is not available in the initial window of the AUT, Augusto analyzes the GUI model to find the shortest sequence of actions that reaches the window with the AIF from the initial window, and adds this sequence as a prefix of the probing GUI interaction generated with the Alloy Analyzer.

When executing a GUI interaction that requires input values, such as filling a textfield, Augusto uses an archive of input values organized according to their type (e.g., emails are distinguished from dates) and divided between valid and invalid values. The archive includes predefined values for most common data types, but it can be extended with values specific for an AUT.

In the case of the sample raw match of the AUTH pattern with the onShop application, Augusto successfully generates probing GUI interactions that confirm the two conditional edges present in the pattern, shown with dashed red arrows in Figure 4. This also leads to the identification of a new window and finally turned the raw match into a full match.

### 3.7 Reification

The Reification step adapts a full match to the specific semantics of the application, by focusing on the semantic properties defined in the Abstract Semantics model. The Abstract Semantics model encodes the semantic properties in a general way, that is, semantic properties may have unspecified parts that are automatically adapted to the specific characteristics of the AUT. For instance, the property that requires some fields to be non-empty is defined in Figure 3 as being associated with a set of input widgets, but the exact set of widgets is left unspecified. The Reification step adapts the semantic properties to the behavior observed for the AUT.

Augusto starts by generating a probing GUI interaction that covers the behavior affected by a semantic property, and exploits the result of the execution to guess the semantic property. For example, a probing GUI interaction may try to execute the Sign Up operation present in the Sign Up window of Figure 4 with a non-empty Full Name, being Full Name the only field that needs to be determined as required or not. In fact fields username, password and repeated password are known to be required (see Figure 3). After executing this probing GUI interaction, Augusto, using the Alloy Analyzer constraint solver, makes a guess consistent with the collected evidence. For instance it may guess that the field Full Name is mandatory. Augusto automatically includes the guess in the Alloy model by adding some fields to the set of fields affected by the property—in this example it adds Full Name to Required fields—and tries to generate a new probing GUI interaction that violates the newly guessed semantic property. The new interaction can either confirm or refute the guess. If the interaction refutes the guess, Augusto makes a new guess based on the newly collected evidence. This process iterates until either there is only one possible guess consistent with all the collected observations or a timeout is reached. In both cases Augusto incorporates the guess in the model. In the example, the first guess is correct and it is confirmed by an interaction that fails to sign up with an empty Full Name.

This process is quite general and can discover several classes of semantic properties. The current version of Augusto supports any semantic property that can be expressed as a property associated with a (possibly empty) set of elements of the GUI, for instance the property that an input field in a form is either required or unique.

### 3.8 Testing

The testing phase generates test cases that stimulate the discovered AIFs within semantically relevant usage scenarios. In particular, Augusto generates a test suite that satisfies the following criteria.

* **Conditional edge coverage**. This criterion requires sampling the AIFs in every execution context: for each condition associated with a conditional edge of the model, and for each combination of truth
values computed according to MC/DC\cite{20}, there must exist a test case that exercises that combination. We selected MC/DC because it offers a good compromise between cost and completeness.

**Pairwise edge coverage.** This criterion requires combining the execution of multiple edges to test combinations of actions. For each ordered pair of edges in the concrete match, there must exist a test case that exercises the pair. If an edge is a conditional edge, it must be executed twice, with a satisfied and a violated precondition.

Augusto generates GUI test cases that satisfy these criteria using the Alloy Analyzer in the same way as it generates the probing GUI interactions of the previous steps. Note that the generated test cases cover the semantics of the operations by construction.

In addition, Augusto generates a functional oracle for each test case by mapping the postconditions, which define the window that must be displayed after the execution of a GUI action and its content, into assertions that are checked after the execution of every action.

Let us consider our running example. In order to cover the conditional edge about the registration operation with MC/DC (see line 22 of Figure 3), Augusto generates a non-trivial test case that first registers a new user and then registers again a user with the same username of the already existing user. The test case is also equipped with a functional oracle that checks that the current window is still the window with the registration form, after an error message has been possibly displayed. The execution of the test causes a failure detected by the oracle because the onShop application, in addition to showing an error message, behaves like if the registration has been completed successfully, which violates the generated oracle.

4 EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

Our empirical evaluation addresses 3 research questions:

(RQ1) How effective is Augusto in detecting application independent functionalities?

This research question investigates the capability of Augusto to automatically detect the presence of the modelled AIFs in the tested applications.

(RQ2) How effective is Augusto in testing application independent functionalities?

This research question investigates Augusto's ability to automatically generate test cases and find faults in the detected AIFs.

(RQ3) How does Augusto compare to state of the art testing techniques in testing AIFs?

This research question investigates if testing the AIFs present in an application with Augusto delivers better results than testing the same functionalities with other approaches, thus motivating the adoption of Augusto in addition to existing techniques. We used the GUITAR\cite{37} and ABT\cite{29} testing techniques for the comparison.

To answer these research questions we developed a prototype of Augusto for Java desktop applications. For the purpose of the evaluation, we populated the AIF archive with the definition of three AIFs: CRUD, that is adding, removing, updating and deleting objects of a type; AUTH, that is signing up, signing in and signing out from applications; and SAVE, that is saving data in files and loading them. We produced these definitions before identifying the subject applications. These AIFs are modelled according to the common sense knowledge by the authors of this paper.

For our empirical study, we selected as subjects seven interactive applications from different application domains, five of which were already used in previous studies\cite{5,28,29}: Buddi v3.4.0.8\cite{13}, a personal finance and budgeting program; UPM v1.6\cite{39}, a password manager; Rachota 2.3\cite{26}, personal tasks and activities management application; TimeSlotTracker v1.3.1\cite{9}, another personal tasks manager application; PDF-sam v0.7\cite{41}, a tool for merging and splitting PDFs; OnShop\cite{24}, a demo e-commerce application available on git-hub; and Spark v2.7.5\cite{21}, a LAN chat client. Since a database is required to enable all the functionalities in Buddi and UPM, we configured an initial db with custom data for Buddi and an empty db for UPM.

The three techniques compared in RQ3 required the same configurations, that is, a pool of input values that can be used during the testing activity and the definitions of some configuration parameters. For all the techniques, we populated the pool of inputs value with the same valid and invalid values, defined coherently with the nature of the data processed by the subject applications.

In our evaluation, we used the best configuration possible for each tool, based on our knowledge of the techniques. In Augusto, we used a test case length of 15 GUI actions for all applications with the exception of OnShop that has been tested with a test case length of 22 actions. We set to 30 minutes the maximum amount of time for the reification step. In ABT we used episodes of 30 actions (note that since each episode can start from any state of the system, the resulting test cases can have an arbitrary length) and the $\epsilon$-greedy policy with $\epsilon = 0.8$, as used in ABT original paper\cite{28}. In all the experiments ABT has been executed for the same time than Augusto. Finally, for GUITAR we generated the test cases using the EFG model and 3-wise coverage for test case generation, which guarantees GUITAR to be executed for a longer time (in some case significantly longer) than Augusto, thus favouring GUITAR over Augusto. Notice that we tried to use GUITAR also with other types of models\cite{5,43}, but we failed since the tool always produced corrupted test suites despite our best effort (including the attempt to receive support from the developers of the tool).

Since GUITAR and ABT are not limited to AIFs, simply running the tools on the full applications would produce incomparable data for RQ3. We know by construction that GUITAR and ABT can test applications more broadly than Augusto and any result obtained by these tools with non-AIFs could not be achieved with Augusto. The purpose of RQ3 is to investigate if the opposite is also true, that is, if Augusto can deliver better results than competing approaches when testing AIFs. Only for the purpose of RQ3, to make this comparison as fair as possible and have GUITAR and ABT spending all the time testing AIFs only, as Augusto does, we modified the subject applications disabling every functionality that is not an AIF.

Finally, to mitigate the randomness in the results, we repeated all the experiments three times and reported average values.

4.1 RQ1 - AIF Detection

To answer RQ1, we studied the completeness and precision of the algorithm for detecting AIFs. We first identified the AIFs actually present in the subject applications by opening and inspecting every window of every application looking for instances of the three defined AIFs (CRUD, AUTH, SAVE). We identified a total of 17
Augusto never identified a non-AIF functionality as an AIF. For TTracker the missed matches are caused by the limitation of a bug in the application (the bug was then reported in the testing phase). In no case Augusto associated unrelated widgets to the AIF, that is, Augusto never confused the additional elements present in a window with the ones that refer to the identified AIF.

We also evaluated the ability of Augusto to identify semantic properties, in this case to identify the required and unique fields for CRUD and AUTH AIFs. We evaluated this aspect by considering completeness, defined as the percentage of required and unique fields identified correctly by Augusto (column Compl.), and false positives, defined as the average number of fields wrongly associated with a required or unique property (column FP). We report the value n/a when the AIF does not include any semantic property to be discovered.

The results obtained with semantic properties show that Augusto is quite effective both in terms of completeness, only in one case some fields have not been associated with the corresponding property, and rate of false positives, only in four cases there are false positives. Note that completeness and the number of false positives associated with semantic properties could be improved by allocating more time to the reification phase.

Table 1 reports for each AIF identified by Augusto, the average number of faults revealed in the subject applications in 82% of the cases (in 3 cases requiring a manual intervention) producing highly accurate matches, including 86% perfect matches. Moreover, it has been able to identify the vast majority of the semantic properties present in the application.

4.2 RQ2 - Effectiveness

The effectiveness of testing techniques is typically assessed considering code coverage and their fault revealing ability. Since Augusto does not target the whole application, code coverage metrics are not informative. Thus, to answer RQ2 we evaluated Augusto considering its fault revealing ability. In particular, we measure the number of faults revealed in the subject applications.

Table 2 reports for each AIF identified by Augusto, the average number of generated test cases (column Avg TC), the average number of test cases that fail because of the violation of a functional oracle (column Avg Fail), the average number of false alarms produced, that is, the number of failing test cases that do not expose any fault in the program (column Avg FA), the average number of faults detected per AIF in a run (column #Fault), and the total number of faults detected in three runs (column #Faults). Column #Faults also indicates the number of faults that cause program
crashes. The classification of a failing test case as fault revealing or as false alarm was performed manually by this paper’s authors.

The average number of test cases generated by Augusto varies a lot, ranging from 8.3 to 76.0. This big variability, which might be observed even for AIFs of the same kind in the same application (e.g., see number of test cases for the CRUDs in Rachota), depends on the specific structural match, concrete semantics and semantic properties that are extracted. This shows how Augusto, although it uses a built-in semantics for the AIFs, is able to flexibly adapt these definitions to the specific case, generating a number of test cases that depends on the actual complexity of the tested functionality.

Augusto may produce false alarms, as reported in the table. This is due to two main reasons: acceptable mismatches between the semantics model and the concrete behavior of the application, and imprecise semantics properties inference. Both these sources of imprecision cause the generation of an imprecise functional oracle. Note that in several cases sets of failures refer to a same cause (e.g., a single imprecise property may cause the failure of multiple test cases) and identifying the cause of the failure for one test can be used to drastically reduce the inspection time of the other tests failing for the same reason.

In the evaluation, Augusto has been able to reveal a total of 7 faults, with only two faults causing program crashes. This result shows that the automatic functional oracle included in the test cases is an essential element for revealing failures beyond crashes. Augusto revealed some interesting faults, such as the one described in the introduction of this paper. Another interesting fault was detected in UPM: When editing the identifier of an account, if the change is undo and the account is saved, the operation fails with an error message stating that the identifier already exists, even though the identifier is the current identifier of the edited account.

In a nutshell, Augusto has been able to generate a number of test cases for the AIFs present in several applications and revealed multiple faults, including several non crashing faults.

4.3 RQ3 - Comparison

Table 3 shows the results obtained by Augusto, ABT and GUITAR when testing AIFs. Column SUT indicates the subject application. Column Time reports the time spent by Augusto to test the application. ABT has been executed for the same amount of time, while GUITAR has been configured to be executed at least for that time. Column Augusto indicates the number of faults detected by Augusto. For ABT and GUITAR the table distinguishes between reported and covered faults. A reported fault is a crashing fault revealed by ABT or GUITAR (ABT and GUITAR do not include a functional oracle and can only reveal crashing faults). A covered fault is a fault that has been activated by a generated test case, but no failure has been reported due to the lack of an oracle.

All the faults reported and covered by ABT and GUITAR are a subset of the faults reported by Augusto, confirming the higher effectiveness of semantics approaches when testing AIFs. Augusto has been able to test interesting cases and interesting combinations of actions revealing 7 faults, while for 4 of these faults ABT and GUITAR have not been even able to produce the sequence that covers the faulty case. Moreover, even when ABT or GUITAR manage to cover the fault, there is a good chance that the fault is not reported due to lack of non-trivial oracles. In our evaluation, together ABT and GUITAR reported 2 crashing faults and covered but did not report another fault.

Finally, notice that Augusto computation time is compatible with server-side quality assurance sessions as well as with overnight usage of the technique. Augusto main performance bottleneck is the constraint solving performed by the Alloy Analyzer to generate test cases. This aspect might be potentially improved employing a formula caching framework to reduce the need of constraint solving and thus speeding up the technique [3, 4].

In a nutshell, compared to other state of the art techniques, Augusto has been able to sample the execution space of the AIFs more effectively and to report failures that could not be reported by the competing approaches, at the cost of reporting some false alarms. Augusto proved to be an effective complement to current general purpose GUI testing techniques.

Limitations. Augusto most obvious limitation is that it can be exploited to test only AIFs and cannot be used to test an arbitrary functionality, while other approaches could in principle be exploited to test any kind of operation, although their effectiveness depends on the complexity of the tested operations.

In addition, Augusto depends on the AIF archive, which assumes that the GUI of the tested application follows common sense, while in practice people might do choices against common sense. Moreover, the patterns exploit labels, which makes the archive sensitive to the language of the tested application and to the choice of terms. This limitation can be mitigated defining multiple patterns for different languages and/or using automatic strategies to find synonyms in a specific context, as done in the work by Mariani et al [30].

Threats to validity. A threat to internal validity is the generality of the AIFs models that we used in our evaluation. To mitigate the risk of defining models that fit the applications used in the evaluation but not others, we defined the AIF archive before selecting the subject applications.

Another threat to internal validity is related to the manual activities performed by the authors to classify the failing test cases reported by Augusto as faulty or false alarm, and to modify the subject applications for RQ3. For the first threat, to reduce any bias, only the failing test cases for which all the authors agree that they expose a fault were classified as faulty. For the second threat, after modifying the applications we verified that the AIFs continue working the same including the presence of the faulty behaviors.

The external validity threats of our study relate to the generality of the results with respect to the set of AIFs and set of applications
that we used. Although we cannot make claims about the generalizability of the results to other AIFs, the AIFs that we used were all successfully matched and have been all useful to reveal faults. We thus expect Augusto to be able to effectively exploit other AIFs too.

In terms of subject applications, to mitigate any issue with generalizability, we selected applications that belong to a variety of domains, most of which were already used in other studies, which facilitates comparison, and experimented with a relatively high number of AIFs per application.

5 RELATED WORK

Automation has been investigated extensively in software testing [2, 31]. Techniques for the automatic generation of system test cases have focused on two classes of complementary approaches: techniques that sample the execution space according to a model derived from the GUI of the AUT, and techniques that sample the execution space according to a model derived from the source code.

The techniques that use a model extracted from a GUI sample the execution space according to a coverage criterion defined on the model, such as covering every GUI action or every pair of dependent GUI actions [1, 5, 32–35, 43]. These approaches can uniformly sample the portion of the execution space represented in the model but provide no guarantee on the semantic relevance of the generate tests. On the contrary, Augusto includes mechanisms to complete the initial GUI model and directly generate test cases that cover semantically meaningful scenarios, thus avoiding to waste time and resources on testing irrelevant scenarios.

Instead of generating the model and generating the test cases in two sequential steps, ABT uses Q-Learning to build the model while generating system test cases, alternating exploration and exploitation activity [28, 29]. Although the test generation strategy is different, ABT still generates test cases that may cover scenarios that are relatively relevant on a testing perspective. As reported and discussed in this paper, Augusto can be dramatically more effective than these approaches in the domain of AIFs.

Other techniques exploit the AUT source code to apply symbolic execution or search-based algorithms to test case generation [18, 19]. Although these techniques may cover meaningful testing scenarios in the attempt to cover code statements, they are still limited in their ability to capture the semantics of a program and might hardly scale to complex GUIs and large programs. Augusto overcomes both problems since it exploits semantics information and does not depend on the source code.

More in general, none of these test case generation techniques can reveal failures that do not cause crashes, which is a key ability of Augusto, as reported in this paper.

The need of moving from explorative approaches mainly using structural information to a different class of approaches that can directly address the semantics of the AUT is also supported by studies such as the one by Choudhary et al. [14]. The study shows that, even though there exist elaborated techniques that use complex structural information, the most effective testing technique for Android applications is still a technique that simply performs random clicks on the GUI. We interpret this result as a clear evidence of the ineffectiveness of automatic testing techniques if they are not guided by semantic information and as a motivation for this work.

Other researchers approached the problem of generating semantically relevant executions in a complementary, although related, situation, that is, generating complex and semantically relevant input data for testing [10, 11, 30, 38]. In particular, Link [30] can exploit semantic Web technologies to generate sets of coherent and semantically relevant input values to execute forms. These solutions could be used to populate Augusto’s input values archive.

Previous works partially investigated the use of patterns to facilitate testing [17, 36, 44]. Ermuth et al. proposed a technique to infer macro-events, that is, GUI operations composed of several low-level GUI events (e.g., open drop down menu and click on a menu item) from usage traces. Differently from AIFs, macro-events are application specific and do not include information on how they may affect the application state. Zaeem et al. introduced the concept of user-interaction features, that is, sequences of operations without input-data that both have little impact on the application state (e.g., double-screen-rotation and pause-and-resume) and have a known effect. Compared to AIFs, user-interaction features are rather simple, do not need to be discovered from the GUI, and have a semantics that does not require adaptation. Moreira et al. instead exploited UI design patterns. This approach shares some ideas with Augusto, although Augusto has several unique capabilities: the automatic detection of known AIFs in a GUI, the automatic adaptation of AIFs definitions to the actual semantics of the application, and the automatic generation of test cases equipped with oracles.

Finally, Augusto is not the only technique that uses Alloy to generate test cases. For instance, TestEra [25] can generate test cases for Java methods from pre-post conditions written in Alloy.

6 CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents Augusto, a GUI test case generation technique that can automatically produce system test cases for application-independent functionalities (AIF) that: (i) systematically cover semantically relevant scenarios and (ii) include precise functional oracles that can reveal non-crashing faults. To obtain this result, Augusto encodes the high-level commonly expected semantics of AIFs into models that are automatically adapted to the specific characteristics of the application under test.

Our empirical evaluation shows that Augusto can precisely identify AIFs and then generate complex test cases able to exercise and report real non-crashing failures that cannot be detected with other state of the art techniques. Indeed, of the 7 faults discovered by Augusto only 2 could be reported by the competing approaches.

Our evaluation also shows that AIF models are quite resilient to the minor differences that might occur between the different implementations of a same AIF across different applications. For instance, in the evaluation our AIF models required minor changes only in 3 cases.
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